This report presents the results of a study of the local buckling strength of steel columns.
elements or plate assemblies is more important as a guide for the design of column cross sections than in determining the ultimate load. The development of the thory of elastic buckling of thin plates is reviewed in References 6 and 7. Attempts to extend the theory of plate stability into the inelastic range were made by many investigators.
There are two main current trends in the development of inelastic buckling of plates, one based on Hencky's total strain or deformation theory and the other on Prandtl-Reuss' incremental theory.
Bijlaard appears to have been the first to arrive at satisfactory theoretical solutions for inelastic buckling theories of plates') ,9),10). His work is the most comprehensive of all available including those which appeared later. He considered both the incremental and the total strain theories. Although there have been many discussions, no definite conclusions as to the applicability of these theories of plasticity have yet been made")-").
The in cremental theory appears logical since the loading history must play a role, in general.
Test results have, however, shown that only the total strain theory gives good agreement")-").
In this study, both theories are used to determine the stiffness of the yielded portion of the plates.
The theoretical studies and the experiments for inelastic buckling have been advanced mainly for aluminum plates.
A plastic buckling theory for steel plates was developed in Ref. 20 . In that study, the four independent instantaneous flexure and shear moduli of an orthotropic plate were determined from the test results of the material under consideration.
The effect of residual stress on the elastic buckling strength of steel plates are studied and presented in Ref. 21 , where it was shown that the residual stresses could influence the elastic buckling strength of a plate.
The analysis was further developed into the inelastic range, where it was shown that the energy principle could be used to solve the inelastic buckling problem").
An 
Assumptions
In addition to the usual assumptions for the analysis of thin plates6),7) and to the assumption that no strain reversal takes place at the instant of buckling, the following specified conditions are implied in the analysis of this study :
Specified Conditions
(1) The thrust is at the two opposite edges of the plate element in the middle plane, where the plate is simply supported.
(2) The boundary conditions at the two edges where no loading is applied, are either free, simply supported or fixed if no plate intersects; the boundary at the intersection of component plates in column cross sections is considered as rigidly connected where the line of intersection remains straight. (3) The plate thickness and material properties are constant in the same direction as the application of thrust.
(4) The residual stress is present only along the same directions as the thrust and its magnitude is constant in that direction.
(5) The wave length of buckling is identical on each plate element in a buckled plate assembly, and there is no phase lag between plates.
Further, the following assumptions are made in obtaining numerical solutions:
(1) The stress-strain relationship of uniaxially loaded steel is elastic-perfectly-plastic.
(2) The residual stress distribution is symmetric if any symmetric axis is present.
(3) The residual stress varies linearly inside the mesh cell. The coordinate systems are as follows:
The coordinate x is perpendicular to the middle plane of the plate, y is normal to the thrust in the middle plane and z is the coordinate parallel to the thrust and to the residual stress.
Stress-Strain
Relationship and Basic Differential Equation
Denoting the normal stress components in the z and y direction by az and ay and shear stress by r, for buckling from a state of uniaxial compression (o0, a,=0 and r=0) and with no strain reversal the stressstrain relationship by Bijlaard8 is given by the following equations 
E is the modulus of elasticity, Jaz, Jaw, and Osz, es,.' are the stresses and strains due to the buckling of the plate in the z-and y-directions, respectively. Substitution of E.--=-E=E and e=0 into Eq. ( 2 ) changes the relationship of Eq. ( 1 ) to that in the elastic domain. A loss of strain in the strain history, which is the main assumption of the incremental theory, amounts only to a neglect of the initial plastic deformation at the instant of buckling, which is taken into account by equating e, as defined by Eq. ( 2 ) (which is equal to the ratio of plastic strain to elastic strain, We) to zero. Equation ( 2 ) then becomes identical with the ones derived by Handelman and Prager22).
With the stress-strain relationship, Bijlaard derived the following basic differential equation of equilibrium of an element in a slightly bent plates) 0),10).
The equation is applicable both in the elastic and in the inelastic domain of the plate.
General Approach
In the above plate buckling equation, Eq. ( 3 ), the stress az is a function of the residual strain distribution and the strain distribution due to thrust. By assumption, both of these strains change their intensities in the direction of the width of the plate, and consequently, the stress intensity is a function of the coordinate y. Since k1 through k4 are functions of strain intensities, they are also functions of the coordinate y.
The distribution of residual strain varies considerably as presented in Ref. 3 , and 23 through 27. Hence, idealization could be made in several ways for analysis, such as a triangular or parabolic distribution or a combination of broken straight lines.
It would be evident, therefore, that a rigorous solution of the present problem is a quite difficult task.
Several approximate methods to obtain an eigenvalue have been developed. Among the methods, the finite difference method with the help of a high speed computer affords a powerful tool for the solution of the many problems involving ordinary differential equations. In the subsequent analysis, the deflected shape of the plate is assumed by the following product function which satisfies the boundary conditions at the loading edges ( 4 ) where Y is a function of the coordinate y alone. This assumed shape is known to be the exact deflected shape for an elastic plate free of residual stress and the shape has been presumed as satisfactory by many investigators8),16),22) for the plastic buckling of a plate. Substituting Eq. ( 4 ) 
Differential Equation and Boundary Conditions in Finite Differences
The basic difference equation for an evenly spaced mesh is derived as follows by replacing the derivatives of Eq. ( 5 ) by the corresponding central difference quotients28). ( 6 ) where subscript i of the coefficients C shows that it is for the equation at mesh point i and subscript to the function Y denotes the deflections at the points.
A is the non-clirnentionalizerl width-thirknegs ratio defined 2S!
The coefficients are defined as: ( 8 ) where r is the width of the evenly spaced mesh cells. When the spacing is not equal, a similar equation is easily obtained with coefficients slightly different from Eq. ( 8 ) at mesh points, i+1, i and i-i.
The boundary conditions for fixed, simply supported and free ends are obtained similarly by replacing the expressions of boundary conditions by finite difference quotients.
Since it has been shown that, to end the plate at the middle of mesh points results in higher accuracy for the same number of mesh cells"),"), only the boundaries for a half-integer station id-1/2 are shown. It is assumed that the plate thickness is constant near the boundaries.
(1) Fixed
The boundary conditions at the intersection of plates, the compatibility of slope and the equilibrium of moment, which are necessary to obtain the buckling strength of a cross section can be obtained in finite difference forms by replacing the derivatives in their expressions. However, instead of simply transferring the conditions for the differential equation into the difference forms, a different approach may be made.
Consider a folded plate as if it is a continuous plate simply supported at the intersection. Then the whole plate can be solved as a single plate with such internal restrains that the deflections are zero at the intersections.
The zero deflection implies that the lateral force is in equilibrium with the reaction at the point, regardless of its value. The basic difference equation at a mesh point is the equilibrium equation of lateral force; zero deflection, in turn, implies that no difference equation is to be considered at the point.
When tee-and H-sections are considered, three plates intersect at a point. In this case, half of a flange is considered, of which the flexural rigidity and the thickness are twice as large as actual, because of the symmetry of the shape. Then, the analysis is the same as for an intersection where only two plates intersect.
Averaging
Since the coefficients of the basic differential equation are not constant, new assumptions must be made concerning their averaging.
It is assumed that the eigenvalue of the set of basic difference equations, Eq. ( 6 ), is proportional to coefficient, Ci, and proportional to the reciprocal of the other coefficients.
Based on the above assumption, the averaging of the stress, and material and geometric properties is accomplished as follows: This averaging method for stress intensity and flexural rigidity follows from their physical meaning.
The averaging method of the k's is not straight-forward, however ; they are constant in the elastic range and even in the inelastic range where they are variable, no significant difference of numerical value is possible from their definition.
Thus, the method of averaging for these variables may not be important.
The assumption can be justified from the fact that it is made in order to obtain accurate results as far as possible with the smallest amount of labor, and from the fact that, if a closer mesh is used, the averaging method will loose its significance for this buckling problem.
Procedure of Numerical Computation
For the buckling analysis of a partially yielded plate, the distribution of stress and the stiffness of the material are functions of the loading and of the residual stress distribution so that it is easier to solve for a critical width-thickness ratio under a known loading rather than for a critical load.
The geometric shape of a plate or a plate assembly must be fixed, for which the analysis will be made.
Then, specifying the number of mesh points and giving the magnitude of residual strains, and strains due to thrust at the edges of the mesh cells, the concentrated stress intensity may be computed at each mesh point, as well as the average moduli of the plates (k1 through k4), and rigidity, I, at each mesh cell. With these coefficients, Eq. (6) It is important for the analysis of local buckling to find the minimum critical width-thickness ratio which is obtained when a plate of a particular aspect ratio is analyzed. Figure  6 shows the variation of the width-thickness ratio for the change of the aspect ratio of a buckling plate simply supported at the un-loaded edges. The loading edges are assumed simply supported. Figure  6a is for a plate without residual stress, in which the minimum width-thickness ratio occurs at the aspect ratio of 1.0 for elastic buckling and at the aspect ratio of 0.7 for plastic buckling.
A sudden jump of the aspect ratio, at which the width-thickness ratio is a minimum, is noted between the elastic buckling and plastic buckling. This is because of an abrupt change of material properties due to yielding of the material. Similar relationships for the plates with residual stress distribution of welding type and cooling type are shown in Figs. 6b and 6c , respectively.
The relationships for elastic buckling and plastic buckling are similar to those of plates free of residual stress.
The sudden jump of the aspect ratio is observed between elastic buckling and elasticplastic bucking of a plate with welding type residual stresses; then the aspect ratio changes gradually with the increase of critical strain and approaches the value for plastic buckling. Since (11) where k is the so-called plate buckling coefficient7).
The results for elastic-plastic buckling are based on the total strain theory of plasticity unless otherwise noted. The assumed residual stress patterns reduce the buckling strength in all cases considered.
It is noted that the figures show clearly the effect of residual stress on elastic buckling.
The reduction in the elastic buckling strength depends largely on the pattern of the distribution of residual stress and its magnitude. Comparing curves (a) and (b) of Figs. 8 through 11, it is seen that the effect of residual stress is more severe for plates with welding type residual stress than for those with cooling type residual stress and that a larger reduction of buckling strength results for a plate with a larger magnitude of residual stress.
The magnitude of the reduction is rather constant for a residual stress pattern re- The plate buckling curve for a plate free of residual stress is a hyperbola and does not intersect the abscissa however, due to the rather constant reduction of elastic buckling strength independent of the width-thickness ratio, the plate buckling curves with residual stress do intersect the abscissa.
The intersection shows that buckling of a plate without any external loading is possible, and explains the fact that a plate can distort due to welding alone.
Although in elastic-plastic buckling a larger reduction results due to a pattern of residual stress with a larger magnitude, the reduction depends more on the width-thickness ratio than on the magnitude. The jump discontinuity of the plate buckling curves for plates with the welding type residual stress is due to the penetration of yielding over a large portion of area at the same instant. A critical value of width-thickness ratio exists in all cases considered ; plates with width-thickness ratio less than this critical value sustain the full yield loads. The critical value depends on the magnitude of residual stress for the assumed residual stress distribution of the cooling type, whereas it is constant for practical purposes for the assumed residual stress patterns of the welding type. For plates with welding type residual stress, the critical values vary from 0.55 to 0.7 depending on the conditions at the two unloaded edges; 0.55 for a plate fixed and free, 0.6 fixed at both edges and 0.7 simply supported and free. The current Japanese specification for steel highway bridges") and AISC specification") assumes the plate buckling curves to reach the yield line at the width-thickness ratio of 0.7, when the abscissa is plotted for the non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratio as defined in Eq. (11) . The value of 0.7 is slightly larger than the above values with welding type residual stresses.
For buckling stresses of 90, 95 and 100 percent of yield stress, the non-dimensionalized width-thickness ratios are plotted against the maximum magnitude of compressive residual stress in Figs. 12 through 15. Since the realistic magnitude of residual stresses when expressed in terms of arc/ay as shown in Fig. 2 are at most 0.3 and 0.5 for rolled shapes and welded built-up shapes, respectively3),23)-27), the Figs. 12 through 15 show that the values of 0.7 is a good estimation for a hot-rolled column to sustain its full strength without any local failure; the value may not be large enough for a welded column, so that a welded column may fail locally when the external load reaches close to the yield load of the cross section.
The above discus- Instead, only one result is presented here in Fig. 16 to illustrate the effect of residual stress for a box cross section with the residual stresses as shown in the figure.
It should be mentioned that the reduction of buckling strength due to the presence of residual stress is similar to that found for buckling of plates with residual stresses.
IV. COMPARISON WITH TEST RESULTS
A series of short welded square box-columns of ASTM A7 and T-1* steels were tested.
The section was selected to simulate the plates simply supported at the unloaded edges.
The width-thickness ratios of the specimens were selected for each steel such that the critical loads were reached in both the elastic range and in the elastic-plastic range. Two identical specimens were cut from a long fabricated piece for each shape, thus a total number of eight specimens were tested. Table 1 shows the detail of the specimens. The experiments and test results have been reported in detail in a separate paper35), and only the results are presented here to correlate with the theory. The measured residual stress distribution closely resembled the pattern assumed for numerical computation and shown in Fig. 17 . The ratios between the average compressive residual stress to the yield stress, arc/ay are given in Table  1 . It is noted that the ratios are smaller in T-1 shapes than those in A7 specimens.
All of the test results are shown in Fig. 17 , where the theoretical curves * T-1 constructional alloy steel meets the requirements of ASTM A514 and/or A517 steel. Council acted in an advisory capacity under the chairmanship of John A. Gilligan.
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